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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 1- burst the bubble 

Disappear- learn to make objects disappear 
All gone- practise making things hide with three 
different objects 
Going up- make a bubble float  
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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 1- burst the bubble 

Going up- make a bubble float  
Pop it- make a bubble float up the screen and then 
pop using clicks 
Pop all three- Make a game where you have to 
burst the bubbles as they are floating up the 
screen 
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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 2- up in the air 

Press the key- learn to move the plane whilst 
pressing different keys 
Turning around- make the plane turn around when 
pressing the different keys 
And back again- to learn how to make the plane 
turn forwards and backwards 
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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 2- up in the air 

And back again- to learn how to make the plane 
turn forwards and backwards 
Loop the loop- use the techniques learnt in the 
previous session to link together- allow the plane to 
move in different directions 
Flying game-Draw your own background- Fly your 
own plane using the codes you have learnt from 
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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 3- Fly a helicopter 

Click a button- learn to program a button so the 
helicopter can start flying 
Up and Down-learn to program two buttons so the 
helicopter can go up and down 
Left and Right- learn to program two buttons so the 
helicopter can go left and right 
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Espresso Coding  
Starter Unit 
Lesson 3- Fly a helicopter 

All directions-learn to program the helicopter to 
travel in all four directions. 
Stop and Hover-add instructions to make your 
helicopter stop and hover 
Flying around- create a background for your game 
 

 

7 Espresso Coding Recap all three lessons- select which is their 
favourite and why? 

 

8 Espresso Coding  Children to complete any missed lessons  

HALF TERM 
 

 


